Visa Documents to Apply for the Temporary Resident visa in a Consulate Abroad or in Quito

- FBI Background check, apostilled
- State Background check, apostilled
- Insurance letter stating your name and coverage (it can be in English)
- Bank Statement (it has to show your name and a minimum of $1500, it can be in English, but can´t be older than 15 days).
- USFQ Acceptance letter
- Passport or wallet size picture with white background
- Color copies of the passport and the entrance stamp if you are applying in Quito (the copies will be done at USFQ)

*Make sure that you apostille the original FBI and State Background check, not the translation.

* FBI Background Check and State Background must be updated and can´t be older than two months.

* Passport can´t expire during the time abroad.

* Some Consulates might ask different or more documents.